
Computing relative polarityfor textual infereneRowan Nairn, Cleo Condoravdi, Lauri KarttunenPalo Alto Researh Centerrnairn�gmail.om , ondorav�par.om , Lauri.Karttunen�par.omAbstratSemanti relations between main and omplement sentenes are of great signi�-ane in any system of automati data proessing that depends on natural lan-guage. In this paper we present a strategy for deteting author ommitment tothe truth/falsity of omplement lauses based on their syntati type and on themeaning of their embedding prediate. We show that the impliations of a predi-ate at an arbitrary depth of embedding about its omplement lause depend on aglobally determined notion of relative polarity. We, moreover, observe that di�erentlasses of omplement-taking verbs have a di�erent e�et on the polarity of theiromplement lauses and that this e�et depends reursively on their own embed-ding. A polarity propagation algorithm is presented as part of a general strategy ofanonialization of linguistially-based representations, with a view to minimizingthe demands on the entailment and ontradition detetion proess.1 IntrodutionIn a 1971 artile titled \The Logi of English Prediate Complement Con-strutions" [9℄ Lauri Karttunen, 29, wrote:It is evident that logial relations between main sentenes and their omple-ments are of great signi�ane in any system of automati data proessingthat depends on natural language. For this reason, the systemati study ofsuh relations, of whih this paper is an example, will ertainly have a greatpratial value, in addition to what it may ontribute to the theory of thesemantis of natural languages.It is only now that this 35-year old predition is beoming a reality in theontext of automated question answering and reasoning initiatives suh as thepasal Textual Entailment Challenge (see [7℄) and the arda-sponsored aquaintprojet (see [10℄, [12℄, [4℄).Reognizing whether a given piee of text an be stritly or plausibly in-ferred from, or is ontradited by, another piee of text is, arguably, a minimal



riterion for Natural Language Understanding (see [2℄). We all this task lo-al textual inferene. Textual inferenes may be based on purely linguistiknowledge, assumptions about language use by ollaborative rational agents,knowledge about the world, or any ombination thereof. The semantis ofomplement onstrutions is an important part of loal textual inferene. Ithas the added advantage of arving out a well-irumsribed domain of infer-enes based primarily on linguisti knowledge.A system that omputes textual inferenes should be able to dedue, forexample, that (1b) and (1) follow from (1a).(1) a. Ed forgot to lose the door.b. Ed intended to lose the door.. Ed did not lose the door.There is a lear di�erene between the two embedding prediates forget to andintend to. (1) does not follow from (1b). A speaker or author of (1b) may wellbelieve in the truth of (1) but he is not ommitted to it by virtue of havingsaid (1b). In the following we fous on ases where the author's ommitmentto the truth of a omplement lause arises solely from the larger sentene itbelongs to, leaving aside other soures of information about the beliefs of theauthor. The author of (1a) is ommitted to both (1b) and (1) but due todi�erent aspets of the meaning of forget to, as we will show shortly.The fat that forgetting to do something entails not doing it does not arisesolely from the meaning of the verb forget but depends also on the type of itsomplement. Consider the di�erene between forget to and forget that.(2) a. Ed forgot that the door was losed.b. The door was losed.(2a) ommits the author to the view that the omplement (2b) is true ratherthan false. Furthermore, with forget that this ommitment is preserved undernegation and in questions.(3) a. Ed did not forget that the door was losed.b. Did Ed forget that the door was losed?(2a), (3a) and (3b) are alike in ommitting the speaker to (2b). The di�erenebetween forget that and forget to is striking.(4) a. Ed did not forget to lose the door.b. Did Ed forget to lose the door?In ontrast to (1a), in a narrative text (4a) ommits the author to the viewthat Ed losed the door, the opposite of (1b). 1 (4b) is nonommittal eitherway.The di�erent semanti behaviors of forget that and forget to have beenknown for a long time. There is a large body of linguisti literature, start-1 In a spoken dialogue it is of ourse possible, typially with a speial intonation, to use(4a) to ontradit (1a): Ed didn't \forget" to lose the door. He never intended to do it.



ing with Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1971 [11℄ and Karttunen 1971 [8℄, about fa-tive onstrutions suh as forget/remember/know/. . . that and impliative on-strutions suh as forget/remember/manage/bother/. . . to. A ommon view isthat fative onstrutions presuppose rather than entail that the omplementsentene is true. 2 Impliative onstrutions have entailments and some ofthem also arry presuppositions. For example, (1a) entails (1) and presup-poses (1b). (4a) arries the same presupposition as (1a) but the oppositeentailment. While the entailments of impliative onstrutions are generallyquite lear, it is often diÆult to pin down exatly what is being presupposed.It may be argued, for example, that (1b) is too spei�. Maybe the presuppo-sition is more vague: Ed ought to have losed the door or Ed was expeted tolose the door. All the examples in (5) entail that Ed did not open the doorbut presuppose a di�erent reason for this fat.(5) Ed didn't manage/bother/dare/happen to open the door.In this paper we fous on building a partial omputational semantis forimpliative onstrutions ignoring for the time being the presuppositional as-pets of their meaning. However, we handle simple fative onstrutions andthe interation between impliative and fative verbs. The work was arriedout in the ontext of the aquaint projet using the xle engine for parsing andsemanti analysis. 3 The aquaint projet onduted a pasal-like experimenton loal textual inferenes based on a more nuaned task. Given a sentene A,we may onlude either that B is true or that B is false or that the answeris unknown, that is, B or its negation annot be inferred from A alone. Inontrast, the pasal test ollapses false and unknown into false. 4We faed two initial hallenges. The �rst is that there are several types ofimpliative verbs. Some yield an entailment in both aÆrmative and negativeenvironments but there are others, \one-way impliatives", that yield entail-ments only in one or the other environment. Furthermore, the entailment maybe either positive or negative depending on the polarity of the environment.For example, forget to yields a negative entailment in a positive environment,(1a), and a positive entailment in a negative environment, (4a). But man-age to works in the opposite way. This type of semanti information is notavailable in or deduible from any publi lexial database suh as WordNet,VerbNet or FrameNet. We had to ompile ourselves a table of \impliationsignatures" for a large lass of omplement-taking onstrutions.The seond hallenge is that impliative and fative onstrutions may bestaked together. The polarity of the environment of an embedding prediateis determined relatively to the hain of prediates or sentential operators itis in the sope of. Although it may not be obvious at the �rst glane, (6)2 This is not to say that there is a ommon view on how the notion of presupposition shouldbe onstrued theoretially.3 http://www2.par.om/istl/groups/nltt/xle/4 For a ritial look at the pasal task, see Zaenen, Karttunen and Crouh [12℄.



ommits the author to the view that Ed did not open the door.(6) Ed didn't manage to remember to open the door.In 6 remember is in a positive lause but the relative polarity of that lauseis negative. The omputation of relative polarity must be a reursive proess.2 Impliation signaturesWe foused on omplement-taking verbs, espeially those that take in�nitivalor that omplements. Taking the verbs in order of dereasing frequeny in theBritish National Corpus (BNC), 5 we determined their natural impliations(if any). Judgments were based on agreement by multiple annotators usingresoures suh as Google searh and the Linguist's Searh Engine to samplethe relevant onstrutions in the wild. In partiular ases it an be diÆult todeide between entailments, that is, what the author is atually ommittedto, and onversational impliatures, that is, what a reader/hearer may feelentitled to infer. For example, Ed did not refuse to partiipate might lead thehearer to onlude that Ed partiipated. But the speaker ould ontinue withHe was not even eligible indiating the opposite. For this reason we lassifyrefuse to as a one-way impliative. Of the 1250 relevant verbs in our lexionwe lassi�ed 400 on a �rst pass. Roughly a third of those arried some kindof impliation: a positive or negative entailment, a fative or a ounterfativepresupposition. Conversational impliatures were agged for later attention.Figure 1 shows the lassi�ations of the resulting lookup table.3 Theoretial and tehnial prerequisitesOur approah to textual inferene relies on parsed text that is further trans-formed by a proess of anonialization. The mehanism for entailment andontradition detetion (ed) ombines strutural mathing and inferene-based tehniques. It operates on paked representations, enoding ambigui-ties, without the need for disambiguation. We will not disuss ed any furtherhere. Instead we will fous on desribing in more detail some of the relevantfeatures of the representations on whih it operates.Input text is syntatially analyzed by the xle parser, based on a broad ov-erage, hand-oded grammar of English. Linguisti semanti representationsare onstruted from the parse output, using skolemization and attening em-bedded strutures to lausal form. These logial forms are in turn anonial-ized to more uniform representations via paked term rewriting as desribed inCrouh [3℄. The impliation projetion algorithm to be desribed in the nextsetion forms part of this omponent of anonialization and is implementedas a set of reursive rewrite rules that operate on paked representations. 65 http://www.natorp.ox.a.uk/6 Paking is xle's mehanism for ambiguity management and operates independently of



Word in Relative Polaritysubat frame (+) positive (-) negativeEntailmentTwo-way manage to (+) positive (-) negativeimpliatives forget to (-) negative (+) positiveOne-way fore to (+) positive none+impliatives refuse to (-) negative noneOne-way attempt to none (-) negative-impliatives hesitate to none (+) positivePresuppositionFatives forget that (+) positive (+) positiveCounterfatives pretend that (-) negative (-) negativeEntailment/PresuppositionNeutral want to none noneexpet that none noneFig. 1. Some examples from our verb markup tableThe anonialized representations that are input to ed are essentially akind of desription logi with ontexts. 7 Roughly, eah verbal prediationorresponds to a onstruted onept, an event type with role restritions.The main onept is provided by a mapping of the verbal prediate to aonept in some bakground ontology. The role restritions ome from variousarguments and modi�ers. The onstruted onept is named by the skolemintrodued by the verbal prediate. Flattening replaes embedded expressionswith omplex internal struture, suh as lausal omplements, with atomi�rst order terms, ontexts. The information about the level of embedding ofan expression is preserved by assoiating its ontent with the orrespondingontext. Negation and intensional operators also trigger the introdution ofnew ontexts. Contexts thus serve as sope markers sine their use enablesglobally represented information, suh as the sope of operators, to be madeloally aessible.The ontent of the top level ontext, designated as t, represents what theauthor of the sentene is taken to be ommitted to. In general, we tie truthof a sentene to the instantiability of the skolem orresponding to its headprediate. This, in e�et, amounts to the familiar existential losure overevents: if the skolem orresponding to a lause's head prediate denotes anevent desription, an instantiability delaration for that skolem means that theevent desription is instantiated. Therefore, an impliation that a omplementlause is true/false an be onstrued as an existential/negative existentialanonialization and inferene.7 For more details see Bobrow et al. [1℄, Crouh [3℄ and Condoravdi et al. [2℄.



impliation, whih in our terms is an impliation about the instantiation/non-instantiation of the event type desribed by the embedded lause.Instantiability is always relative to a ontext, in the simplest ase theontext of origin of the skolem. In order to beome author ommitment, aninstantiability delaration has to be assoiated with the top level ontext t.When two ontexts stand in ertain relations to one another, in partiularthe relations of veridiality and antiveridiality, information an be inheritedfrom one to another. Lifting rules lift assertions from a lower ontext to ahigher ontext, either as they are, when the two ontexts are veridial to oneanother, or by swithing the polarity of instantiability assertions, when the twoontexts stand in an antiveridial relation. Negation introdues a ontext thatis antiveridial with respet to the immediately higher ontext. To illustrate,(7) gives the ontextual struture for a negative sentene like Ed didn't leaveParis and (8) the orresponding instantiability assertions (leave ev57 is thename for the onstruted event type of Ed leaving Paris). One important thingto note is that the assertion instantiable(leave ev57) in not58 is lifted asuninstantiable(leave ev57) to the top level ontext t, thus apturing theintuitive meaning that the event type of Ed leaving Paris was not instantiated.(7) ontext(t)ontext(not58) new ontext triggered by negationontext relation(not t not58)antiveridial(not58 t) interpretation of negation(8) not58: instantiable(leave ev57)t: uninstantiable (leave ev57) entailment of negationLexial entailments and presuppositions are similarly overtly spelled out inthe representations operated on by ed. This way the proess of anonializa-tion prepakages some of the loal textual inferenes. The hallenge of ourseis to �gure out whih ontext the relevant instantiability assertions ought tobe lifted to, whih is what the impliation projetion algorithm determines.4 The impliation projetion algorithmAside from the onerous task of lassifying hundreds of verbs, the omplia-tions of this problem stem from the interation of multiple embedded lauses.As mentioned previously, the entailment yielded by a omplement-taking on-strution is dependent on the polarity of the ontext it appears in. Thispolarity in turn is not loally determined but dependent on the embeddingstruture of ontexts. Therefore, a verb in a negative lause is not neessarilyin a negative environment sine the negativity of a not may be neutralized byanother negative, as for example in (9).(9) Ed refused not to attempt to leave.



Here the normal negative entailment liensed by not attempt is neutralized bythe negative polarity setting due to the higher-level prediate refuse. Notiethat refuse does not simply negate the entailment. It anels it entirely. Em-bedding within a verb suh as refuse an also liense entailments that were notavailable previously. Consider (10a), whih is ompatible with either (10b) or(10).(10) a. Ed attempted to leave.b. Ed left.. Ed didn't leave.(11), on the other hand, implies (10).(11) Ed refused to attempt to leave.Evidently, it is not enough to look at the immediate outer ontext of aomplement onstrution. The polarity of any ontext depends on the se-quene of potential polarity swithes strething bak to the top ontext. Eahomplement-taking verb, operating on its parent ontext's polarity, eitherswithes, preserves or simply sets the polarity for its embedded ontext, asspei�ed by an entry in the lookup table.Furthermore, this means that polarity is a relative notion. If the sequeneof polarity swithes was started at a level below the top ontext then the �nalpolarity value might turn out di�erent. Thus when we talk about the polarityof a ontext we mean polarity relative to some anestor ontext. Normally, itis the top ontext whih interests us the most, but it may be useful to inferthe impliations of a lause for other ontexts. For example, it is probablyuseful to infer (12b) from (12a). The algorithm provides for this generality.(12) a. John believes that Ed managed to leave.b. John believes that Ed left.Every ontext C then has assoiated with it a set of anestor ontextsrelative to whih its polarity is positive (denoted �C) and a set of ontextsrelative to whih its polarity is negative (denoted 	C). Every ontext, inlud-ing the top one, is positive relative to itself. The polarity sets of a ontextare omputed in terms of its parent's sets (�p(C) and 	p(C)) with referene tothe verb (Vp(C);C) whih links the two ontexts and its signature in the lookuptable (sige(Vp(C);C)) where the environment supersript e is either positive +or negative �.
�C =def fCg [8>>><>>>:�p(C) if sig+(Vp(C);C) = +	p(C) if sig�(Vp(C);C) = +? otherwise



	C =def 8>>><>>>:�p(C) if sig+(Vp(C);C) = �	p(C) if sig�(Vp(C);C) = �? otherwiseFigure 2 shows the example sentene Ed did not forget to fore Dave to leaveparsed and with relative polarities assigned to eah ontext. To get to this

Fig. 2. After the polarity propagation passsituation the algorithm �rst assigns the top ontext the polarity sets f#Topgand ;. It then reursively omputes the polarity sets for eah embeddedontext using the ontext-linking verb as an index to the lookup table. Notis treated in the same way as forget to { they both invert the polarity sets.Fore is a one-way impliative that disregards the negative polarity set of itsparent.Reall that we needed to work out whih onepts should be instantiated inwhih ontexts and, now that we have marked the ontexts appropriately withrelative polarities, we an extrat that information. The head event skolemof a ontext, and presumably all its role �llers, should be made instantiablenot only in the ontext it arises in but also in all ontexts relative to whihits originating ontext has positive polarity. Similarly, an event should bemade uninstantiable in all ontexts relative to whih its originating ontexthas negative polarity.instantiables(C) =def fhead(C 0) j C 2 �C0guninstantiables(C) =def fhead(C 0) j C 2 	C0gFrom the polarity marking in Figure 2 we an onlude that the event oneptorresponding to the sentene Dave left is in fat instantiable at the top level



(as well as in the #Fore and #Forget ontexts) and thus we an attributeit as a ommitment of the speaker.5 Conlusion and Further WorkThe present study is, as far as we know, the �rst systemati implementationof textual inferenes arising from the six types of impliative verbs presentedin Figure 1 and their interation with fative verbs.In this work we have foused on ases where the judgement of whether theauthor is ommitted to the truth or the falsity of a omplement lause an bemade reliably from the sentene in question. Further work is needed at leastin the following three areas.Lexiographi gaps. In our lassi�ation we only onsidered simple ver-bal and adjetival omplements. We have yet to study and determine thesemantis of omplement onstrutions assoiated with nominals in olloa-tions suh as take the trouble to, have the foresight to, take time to, for whihthere is virtually no literature.Conversational impliatures. It is well known that onstrutions suhas be able to yield a negative entailment in a negative environment. Ed was notable to open the door entails Ed did not open the door. There is no entailmentin the orresponding aÆrmative sentene. Yet, if the author writes Ed wasable to open the door and says nothing to indiate that the door was notopened, the reader is likely to infer, and justi�ably so, that Ed opened thedoor. This kind of onversational impliature is anelable (Grie [6℄). It isnot a ontradition to say Ed was able to open the door but he kept it losed. Ifa student asks his professor Did you have the time to read my paper? and theprofessor answers Yes but has not read the paper, the answer an be literallytrue and very misleading at the same time. 8Degrees of \fativity". Fative verbs and onstrutions do not onsti-tute a uniform lass. Looking at the pattern of usage of verbs suh as mentionthat, report that, say that, et. on Google, we observed that in ases suh asHe did not mention that Coalition allies now plan to leave it was virtuallyalways lear from the ontext that the author believed the omplement to betrue. The verb report is similar to mention but there are also ases where...did not report that X was meant to suggest that X is false. On the otherhand, ...did not deny that X suggests that X is true, whereas ...denied that Xis nonommittal with respet to X.AknowledgementsThis material is based in part on work funded by the U.S. Government, andany opinions, �ndings, onlusions, or reommendations expressed in this ma-8 For a seminal paper on invited inferenes, see [5℄.
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